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Building Area: (sf)
43,416 sf

Cost per Square Foot: 
$230.33

Construction Cost
$10,000,000

Date of Completion:
March 2021

Program Summary:
Adaptive re-use project converting two abandoned buildings located 
on the historic 200 block of Royal Street in the French Quarter into a 
mixed-use building.

Program Statement:
An adaptive reuse of two abandoned four-story brick Renaissance 
Revival structures on the 200 block of Royal Street in New Orleans’ 
French Quarter. The buildings, most recently constructed around 
1885 due multiple disastrous fires over the years, have served as a 
storefront and warehouse for fine furnishings institutions of New 
Orleans.

The project entailed a full reconfiguration of the interior with 13 
residences on floors 3-5, a restaurant on floor 2, and a ground level 
devoted to commercial uses. The depth of the building, and the 
offset floor levels between the 211 and 217 Royal sides, historically 
two separate buildings, created a unique challenge for egress and 
wayfinding.

A new two-story iron gallery was added to the 217 Royal side based 
on the photographic evidence of it’s previous existence in the 
Jefferson Davis photo. A 5th floor penthouse level was added to the 
structure with no visibility to the street level, and inconspicuous 
materials and detailing when viewed from upper floors by its taller 
neighbors. A highly complex set parameters: safety, historical agency 
plan reviews, and physical restoration efforts, made the resurrection 
of this building extremely rewarding.



RR285.02
Furniture Row:

This former furniture warehouse
structures sits along a prominent
part of Royal St. historically devoted
to furniture fabrication, and once
known as “Furniture Row”.

The structure was built in the late
19th century, captured in a
photograph of Jefferson Davis’s
funeral procession in 1888. It then
suffered a substantial fire in 1905,
only to be rebuilt by 1914 and shown
with illustration of the façade as the
“McCraken Building” by at least 1914
(lower left image).

For over seven decades, a family-
owned furniture business was
housed at 211 and 217 Royal Street.
The significance of 211 Royal Street
derives not only from its
sophisticated late 19th century
design but from its role as a long-
term component of the Vieux Carre’s
vital and economically important
“Furniture Row”.

This structure sits along a highly
prominent stretch of Royal St,
surrounded by pieces of New
Orleans’ history. However, after
years of neglect and notable water
damage, substantial work was
required.

Improvements included new iron
galleries, code compliant windows,
and a return to the 4-bay storefront
of the 211 Royal side. 1980’s era
cheap and colorful interiors were
fully removed to make way for the
new program.



RR285.03
Historic Surroundings:

Located opposite the world
renowned Monteleone Hotel, the
structure has played a roll in the
history of New Orleans’ Vieux Carré
neighborhood. The once neglected
buildings required substantial interior
and exterior renovations.

Upgraded utility connections
required full reworking of the existing
sidewalks. They were restored with
slate pavers common to the area.
Surgical efforts were made to fully
replace the ground level façade with
new custom milled storefront
assemblies, GFRC pilasters, and
new gas lanterns and fixtures.



RR285.04
Floor Plans:

Historically two separate structures,
establishing egress created a
challenge for the design process.

Working with local agencies, we
successfully stitched the two
structures together. The studio
reworked the ground level storefront
substantially from the 3-bay façade
on the 211 side to the 4-bay
configuration shown in the 1914
auction rendering.



RR285.05
Historic Restoration of Exterior 
Facades:

The facades were meticulously
restored with substantial
tuckpointing, and brick restoration
required. Historic lime-based plaster
systems were reapplied. Existing
sheet metal warehouse type shutters
were removed, cleaned, and
reinstalled as operable and
functional hurricane shutters. Colors
were developed to complement the
Italianate detailing in conformance
with local historic agency approval.



RR285.06
Parisian Gardens:

A new Parisian garden themed
restaurant was built-out on the
second floor. Full-height custom
pivot door wall-system allows the
restaurant to operate as one space,
or three independent dining areas.
Custom plaster palm tree pilasters
add a whimsical touch, built by a
local plaster artisan.



RR285.07
Preserving Historic Elements:

Existing beams and columns were
retained throughout. The simple form
and detail reflects the buildings’
former use as a furniture warehouse.

The ceiling cove in the event space
shown allows the historic wood
structure to be celebrated as a
feature.



RR285.08
Rooftop Addition:

A new roof terrace looking back
towards the intricate Hotel
Monteleone façade is decked in Ipe
wood pacers. Standing seam
prefinished roof and dark colored
stucco allow the penthouse addition
to blend in with other dark colored
roofs in the area.



RR285.09
Residential Floor Plans & Open 
Living: 

Residential units were grouped to
the front and rear facades for natural
light. Staircases were moved to the
center of the plan, with special
provisions at the ground level to
allow these stairs to safely discharge
to the public right of way. A small
stair interconnects the two
historically separate buildings in the
middle of the plan.

Apartments were designed with
open living floor plan to the window
wall side, and bedrooms opening
directly onto the living space, when
possible, for borrowed light. Large
islands make the kitchens highly
functional. The main kitchen wall
acts as a focal point with decorative
fully tiled backsplash walls and
ornate cabinetry. Beaded board
ceilings throughout ground the
spaces with a historical texture.



RR285.10
Penthouse Addition:

A new penthouse addition sits on the
211 Royal St. side, with rooftop deck
and egress components on the 217
Royal St. side. Wood deck pavers
are used in collaboration with dark
stucco.

Penthouse massing is clad in dark
stucco color reminiscent of the slate
roofs throughout the French Quarter.
Tongue and groove-stained wood
“eyebrow” awnings on the private
terraces of each penthouse unit, one
facing Royal and one facing the rear
neighboring courtyard areas.



RR285.11
Penthouse Addition:

Luxury cabinetry and finishes.
Oversized Bevelo electric sconce
lanterns flank the patio doors and
bring a sense of grandiosity to the
living spaces. Large open bathrooms
with glass shower enclosures.
Traditional hardware and natural
wood flooring are classic and
immediately familiar.



RR285.12
Penthouse Terrace:

A private terrace is provided at each
penthouse. Ipe clad side walls and
roof offer privacy and rain protection.
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